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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Logic 
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Let e={p0,pi. ... ,} be an infinite set of propositional atoms. A literal is an atom or the negation 
of an atom. The literals Pi and -.pi are called CO"!f!lementary (pi is called positive, -.pi negative). If 
L is a literal, than its complement is denoted by L. The set of literals will be denoted by fit. An 
interpretation is a subset I of E, corresponding to the truth valuation ~(p;)= TRUE if p;El, and 
FALSE otherwise. A clause is a finite set of literals. 
Truth of a literal L (respectively a clause C) in an interpretation I, denoted by I I= L (respectively 
I 1= C), is defined as follows: 
I I= Pi iff p;El 
I 1= -.p; iff Pi fi.f 
I I= {Li, ... ,Ln} (n~O) iff I I= L; for some l~i~n 
Note that the empty clause is false in any interpretation. The truth set (respectively falsity set) of an 
interpretation I is defined as ~(l)={Lefit I I I= L} (respectively ~I)={Lefit I not 
I 1= L}=fit-~I)). Note that neither~(/) nor~/) contains complementary literals, and that both 
contain an occurrence, positive or negative, of every p; et For a set of clauses S we define 
S~/)={CeS I I I= C} and S'§(l)=S-S~l). A set of clauses Sis called consistent if there exists an 
interpretation I in which every clause from S is true. Such an interpretation I is called a model of S 
(or: a model for S). 
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1.2. Transfinite induction 
Let < be a well-founded partial ordering on a set S (i.e. < is an irreflexive, transitive relation on S 
such that every descending sequence is finite). The principle of transfinite induction with respect to < 
states that if some property P of elements of S is progressive, then it holds for every element of S. 
Here progressivity of P means that P(x) is implied by 'tly<x P(y), for all xES. The validity of this 
principle of proof, formally requiring an application of the axiom of choice, is intuitively obvious. 
For, assume P is progressive and -.P(x0) for some x 0 ES (towards a contradiction). Then there exists 
x 1 <x0 with -.P(x 1). Iteration of this argument yields an infinite descending sequence, which con-
tradicts the well-foundedness of <. It should be noted that we do not use at all the full proof 
theoretic strength of transfinite induction. This strength can be measured by assigning ordinals to ele-
ments of Sin the usual way: llx II =sup{lly II+ 1 I y <x} (with sup0 =0). We only use transfinite 
induction with respect to orderings having the property that llx ll<w (the order type of the natural 
numbers) for all x ES. Whether one prefers transfinite induction or induction on the natural number 
llx II (or even an informal argument in which the induction is not explicit) appears to be a matter of 
taste. However, for the purpose of unifying completeness proofs of various strategies of resolution 
and analyzing their differences, transfinite induction suits best. 
1.3. Zorn's Lemma 
Let c be a partial ordering on a set S. A chain in Sis a totally ordered subset of S (i.e. satisfying 
the trichotomy axiom). Zorn's Lemma (see [H]) states that S contains a maximal (minimal) element, 
provided that every chain in S has an upper (lower) bound in S. Zom's Lemma is known to be one 
of the most practical equivalents of the axiom of choice. We use it in dealing with infinite sets of 
clauses. 
1.4. Resolution 
Resolution is the rule according to which a resolvent R_:=(C-{L})U(C'-{L}) may be inferred 
from parent clauses C and C', containing literals L and L respectively, and satisfying the require-
ments of the strategy. A strategy is, intuitively speaking, a prescription telling which clauses may be 
resolved. For example we can require that one of the clauses consists entirely of positive literals. For 
some strategies this prescription may extend over more than one inference. For our exposition this 
informal notion of strategy suffices. 
A derivation (relative to a strategy) of a clause C from a set of clauses S is a sequence of clauses 
C 1,. • ., Cn such that Cn = C and, for all 1 :s;;;;k :s;;;;n, either Ck is in S or Ck is a resolvent of some C; and 
Cj with 1 :s;;;;i,j <k, provided that Ck may be inferred from C; and Cj according to the strategy. For 
some strategies the notion of derivation has to be generalized by allowing Ck to be inferred from 
C;1 , ••• ,C;1 with l:s;;;;i 1, .. .,ij<k, f~2, instead of just from C; and Cj. 
Resolution can easily be proved sound, i.e. for any interpretation I, resolution preserves truth in I. 
For, at least one of two true parent clauses must contain a true literal different from the two comple-
mentary literals which are resolved out. In particular consistency is preserved when resolvents are 
added to a set of clauses; inconsistency is preserved by definition. 
Completeness of a resolution strategy is the property that from any inconsistent set of clauses the 
empty clause can be derived. Completeness is usually proved as follows: let S be an inconsistent set 
of clauses, close S under resolution according to the stategy and then apply the following 
PROPOSITION. Every set of clauses which is closed under resolution according to the stategy and does not 
contain the empty clause is consistent. 
In the next section we shall prove this proposition for various resolution strategies: binary resolu-
tion [Rl], semantic resolution [M] (where the notion of renaming is introduced), P1-resolution and 
hyperresolution [R2], ordered hyperresolution [S] (where the idea of ordering the atoms is attributed 
to Reynolds and worked out in the more general setting of semantic resolution), as well as SLD-
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resolution [K]. All proofs will be by transfinite induction and have the following general form: first 
prove for some well-founded ordering < on S and some interpretation J that truth in J of clauses 
from S is progressive, then conclude that J is a model for S by transfinite induction. 
2. CoMPLETENESS 
2.1. Binary resolution 
In the case of binary resolution, no restrictions are specified and every two clauses containing com-
plementary literals may be resolved. Let S be a set of clauses which is closed under binary resolution 
and does not contain the empty clause. Note that we do not assume that S is finite. Fix an arbitrary 
interpretation /. The interpretation I may informally be seen as a first try for a model of S. If this try 
fails (i.e. if S.ft../) is not empty), then I has to be 'adjusted' on literals occurring in clauses from S.ft../). 
This adjustment should not affect the truth of other clauses. Therefore some 'minimal' adjustment is 
made, yielding a model J of S (this idea goes back to [R2]). 
Let X be the set of all literals which occur in clauses from S .ft../) (formally X = US .ft../)). Note that 
X ~ '?J(/) does not contain complementary literals. We say that a subset Y of X covers S .ft../) (or: Y is a 
covering of S.ft../)) if every clause from S.ft../) contains at least one literal from Y. For example X itself 
covers S.ft../), since S does not contain the empty clause. We shall construct a minimal (wrt. set inclu-
sion) subset Y of X that covers S .ft../). If X is finite, then Y is easily obtained from X by deleting ele-
ments in such a way that the resulting set still covers S .ft../). If X is infinite, then this process is 
iterated, intuitively speaking, in a transfinite way until eventually Y is reached: 
Xo=X, ... , X;+1 =X;-{x}, ... , Xw=.n X;, Xw+I =Xw-{x'}, ... , 
1<w 
with xeX; such that X;+ 1 covers S.ft../), and x'EXw, ... similarly. Note that we tacitly assumed 
that, for example, X w covers S .ft../). As there are much more ordinals in the universe than elements of 
X, this process terminates with a minimal set covering S.ft..J). 
This informal argument can be made rigorous by applying Zom's Lemma. Let Z be the set of sub-
sets of X that cover S .ft../). Z is partially ordered by set inclusion. Existence of a minimal Y in Z is 
guaranteed by Zom's Lemma if we prove that every chain in Z has lower bound in Z. Let Z' be a 
chain in Z. The set nZ' (with n 0 =X) is certainly a lower bound of Z', so it suffices to prove that 
nZ' is in Z, i.e. covers S.ft../). Suppose {Li. ... ,Ln} is a clause in S.ft../) having no literal in common 
with nZ' (towards a contradiction). Then there exists for every I.;;;;;;i,,.;;;;n an element, say X;, of Z' 
which does not contain L;. Since Z' is a chain, the X/s are totally ordered. Hence some X; is a sub-
set of all of them, and hence contains none of the literals Li. ... ,Ln. This clearly contradicts 
X; eZ' ~Z by the definition of Z. 
Given a minimal set Y covering S.ft../) we define J to be the (unique) interpretation such that 
'?J(I)n~J)= Y (formally J={p;ee I p;E Yv(-,p;ff. Y Ap;el)}). In other words: the interpretation J is 
such that the truth valuations 'Vj and 'Vj only differ on the atoms which occur, positively or nega-
tively, in Y. Since Y is a minimal covering of S .ft../) it follows that J is a model of S .ft../) having the 
property that for every literal Le'5"(J) which occurs in a clause from S.ft../) there exists a clause in 
S .ft../) in which L is the only literal from ~J). This property of J is crucial and shall be used in the 
proof of the lemma below. 
We now arrive at the point where the ordering < is defined. Let < be the transitive closure of the 
relation < 1 on S defined by 
R < 1 C iff R is the resolvent of C and some C' ES .ft../). 
As R contains less literals from 15"(/) than C (recall that US.ft../)~'?J(/)), it follows that < is a well-
founded partial ordering. The lemma below implies that truth in J is progressive. It follows by 
transfinite induction that J is a model of S, and hence S is consistent. This completes the proof of 
the proposition in 1.4 in the case of binary resolution. 
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LEMMA. For every C in S we have: ifVR<1 CJ I= R, then JI= C 
PROOF. Let C be a clause of S such that VR<1C J 1= R. If CES'f}{_J), then we immediately have 
J 1= C since J is a model of Sri_!). Now assume CESGJ(I) is false in J (towards a contradiction), then 
C consists entirely of literals from 6J(_J). Since C is true in I, it follows that C contains a literal 
LE~l)n6J{J), so LE6J{l)n~(J)= Y. Now by the crucial property of J stated above there exists a 
clause C' ES 'f}{_J) such that I is the only literal of C' which is true in J. Hence 
R=(C-{L})n(C'-{L})<1C and R consists entirely of literals which are false in J. This clearly 
contradicts V R < 1 C J 1= R. D 
2.2. Digression: elimination of Herbrand's Theorem 
In the previous subsection we obtained, by using Zorn's Lemma, a completeness result for arbi-
trary, not necessarily finite, sets of (ground) clauses. We can exploit this completeness result by prov-
ing the completeness of quantified resolution without appealing to Herbrand's Theorem. To this end 
we adopt, for the time of this subsection, the terminology and notations of [R 1 ]. We prepare by the 
following two lemmas, where ground (S) denotes the set of ground instances of clauses from S. 
LEMMA 2.2. l. A set of clauses S is consistent if ground(S) is consistent. 
PROOF. A model of ground(S) is a Herbrand model of S. D 
LEMMA 2.2.2. The empty clause is derivable from a set of clauses S if it is derivable from ground(S). 
PROOF. By the Lifting Lemma from [Rl, 5.15]. 0 
Now we can easily prove the desired completeness result. Let S be an inconsistent set of clauses. 
Then ground(S) is inconsistent by Lemma 2.2.1. From the completeness of ground resolution it fol-
lows that the closure of ground(S) under binary resolution contains the empty clause, i.e. the empty 
clause is derivable from ground(S). Hence by Lemma 2.2.2 the empty clause is derivable from S. 
This completes the proof of the completeness of quantified resolution. 
2.3. Redundancy 
If one takes closer look at the argument developed in 2.1, then the following observations can be 
made: 
The interpretation I on which the argument is based is arbitrary; 
The minimal set Y covering S ri_I) may not be unique; 
Lemma 2.1 is stronger than progressivity since V R < 1 C J 1= R is weaker than V R < C J 1= R. 
These observations reveal substantial redundancies in the completeness proof, since for any interpreta-
tion I, any minimal Y covering S ri_I), and even with < 1 = < a completeness result can be obtained. 
In general, a resolution strategy aims at reducing the costs of finding a derivation of the empty 
clause from a given set of clauses S. If a strategy is complete, then we can simply close S under reso-
lution according to the strategy, until eventually the empty clause is derived. The costs of this closing 
procedure are determined by the number of generated resolvents. Thus the importance of reducing 
the number of generated resolvents becomes evident. To this end various strategies of resolution 
exploit the redundancies in the completeness proof of 2.1 mentioned above: semantic resolution (with 
P1 -resolution and SLD-resolution as special cases) fixes I, hyperresolution fixes I and trivializes the 
ordering ('< 1 =<'),whereas ordered hyperresolution exploits the non-uniqueness of Y as well. We 
shall discuss these matters in the following subsections. 
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2.4. Semantic resolution 
In the case of semantic resolution, an interpretation I is fixed in advance. Given a set of clauses S, 
resolution is only allowed between a clause from S ~I) and one from S 6.f(_l). This restriction does not 
at all affect the completeness proof from 2.1. Hence semantic resolution is complete. 
P1 -resolution [R2] is obtained as a special case of semantic resolution by taking I = 0. Then S 6.f(_J) 
consists of the clauses from S not containing negated atoms, so-called positive clauses. 
SLD-resolution [K] is a rule of inference for so-called Hom clauses. A Hom clause is a clause with 
at most one positive literal. Note that the set of all Hom clauses is closed under binary resolution. 
We distinguish between program clauses (or definite clauses), which contain exactly one positive literal, 
and goal clauses, which consist entirely of negated atoms. Thus the empty clause is a goal clause. 
SLD-resolution uses a selection rule, which selects from every goal clause a (negative) literal. Resolu-
tion is only allowed between program clauses and goal clauses, and with the restriction that the nega-
tion of the positive literal of the program clause is the selected literal of the goal clause. SLD-
resolution can be viewed as semantic resolution with I =f: for a set of Hom clauses S, S6.f(_e) consists 
of the goal clauses from S, and S~e) of the program clauses. With some technical effort (concerning 
selection rules) the completeness of SLD-resolution can be obtained from the completeness of seman-
tic resolution. We refrain from giving a detailed account on this point. 
As done in [S], hyperresolution as well as ordered hyperresolution (and also SLD-resolution) could 
be treated more generally in the context of semantic resolution. For reasons of simplicity, however, 
we prefer to specialize to the case I = 0. Modulo renaming from [M] we do not loose generality. 
2.5. Hyperresolution 
In [R2] hyperresolution was introduced as a refinement of P1-resolution. A hyperresolvent of a set 
of clauses S is a positive clause which is obtained by successive P1 -resolutions in a way depicted in 
Figure 1. More precisely: a positive clause Cn + 1 is called a hyperresolvent of S with parent clause C 1 
if n;;;a.I, C 1 ES, D;ES is positive and Ci+I is a P 1-resolvent of Ci and D;, for all I.::;;;i.::;;;n. 
c, D1 
I 
C2 D2 
I 
Cn Dn 
I 
Cn+I 
FIGURE 1. 
If we assume that S is closed under hyperresolution, then we can define a relation < 1 on S by 
R <1C iff R is hyperresolvent of S with parent clause C. 
Since every hyperresolvent is positive and can as such not act as a parent clause of another hyper-
resolvent, it follows trivially that <7 is a well-founded partial ordering. As <1 equals its transitive 
closure <h we shall drop the subscript. 
In order to compare <h with < we assume for the time of this paragraph that S is closed under 
P1-resolution, which implies closure under hyperresolution. We then have 
R <h C iff R < C and R is positive. 
Since positive clauses are <-minimal we can view <h as 'cutting short' <. 
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Let S be a set of clauses which is closed under hyperresolution and does not contain the empty 
clause. The argument that S is consistent is again similar to that given in 2.1, taking I = 0, < ti) 
instead of <o» reading 'hyperresolution' for 'resolution', and so on. Only the proof of the progres-
sivity of truth in the interpretation J needs some more attention. 
LEMMA. Under conditions as above we have for every C in S: if 'if R <h C J I= R, then J I= C. 
PROOF. Let C be a clause of S such that 'ifR<hC J 1= R. If CES5{0) (i.e. C is positive), then we 
immediately have J 1= C since J is a model of S 5( 0 ). Now assume C ES~ 0) is false in J, i.e. C con-
sists entirely of literals which are false in J (towards a contradiction). Let Li, ... ,Ln(n>O) be the nega-
tive literals of C (here we deviate from 2.1 if n>l). We have Li, ... ,LnE'5'(0)n§{J), so 
Li, ... ,LnE'3{0)n5(J)=Y. !t follows by the minimality of Y that there exist Di, ... ,DnES5{0) (i.e. 
positive clauses) such that L; is the only literal of D; which is true in J (I.;;;;i.;;;;n). Hence the hyper-
resolvent R of S with parent clause C, obtained as in Figure 2, consists entirely of literals which are 
false in J. This contradicts 'if R <h C J 1= R. D 
C1= c D1 
I I 
C2= (C1 -{Li})U(D1 -{Li}) D2 
I I 
C3= (C2 -{L2})U(D2 -{L2} D3 
I I 
Cn Dn 
I I 
R 
FIGURE 2. 
2.6. Compactness 
The remaining completeness proof (for ordered hyperresolution) shall be given for finite sets of 
clauses only. However, on the basis of our previous results, the finite case can easily be generalized to 
the infinite case. This will be achieved by the following version of the Compactness Theorem. 
THEOREM. Every inconsistent set of clauses has a finite subset which is inconsistent. 
PROOF. Let S be an inconsistent set of clauses. By the definition of consistency the closure T of S 
under binary resolution is also inconsistent. By the completeness of binary resolution the set T must 
contain the empty clause. Hence there exists a derivation of the empty clause from S by binary reso-
lution. As derivations are finite, it follows that there exists a derivation of the empty clause from a 
finite subset of S. Now by the soundness of resolution this finite subset of S is inconsistent. D 
COROLLARY. Assume a strategy which is monotonic in the sense that every derivation from a set of 
clauses is also a derivation from any superset of that set of clauses. Assume furthermore that every finite 
set of clauses, which is closed under resolution according to the strategy and does not contain the empty 
clause, is consistent. Then this latter property also holds for infinite sets of clauses. 
The remaining completeness proof has the following form: let S be an inconsistent finite set of 
clauses, then the closure of S under resolution according to the stategy is also finite and inconsistent, 
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and hence contains the empty clause by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Every finite set of clauses which is closed under resolution according to the stategy and 
does not contain the empty clause is consistent. 
2. 7. Ordered hyperresolution 
In the case of ordered hyperresolution (see [S]), the atoms in e = {p0,pi.····Pm} are totally 
ordered. Recall Figure 1 and assume C;+1 =(C;-{-.pk,})U(D;-{pk;}) for l,;;;;;i,;;;;;n. For Cn+l to be 
an ordered hyperresolvent we require Pk, to be the maximal atom of D;, for all },;;;;;i,;;;;;n. It will be 
clear that ordered hyperresolution is a monotonic strategy in the sense of Corollary 2.6. 
Ordered hyperresolution is seen to be complete in the same way as hyperresolution. The restriction 
upon the Pk, 's has the effect that the argument in 2.1 should be modified as follows. Instead of start-
ing with a covering set X = US~ 0) we start with X 0 = {p; I p; is the maximal atom of a clause in 
S~0)}. Furthermore, the deletion process should be such that the minimal atom pjEX; such that 
X;-{pj} covers S~0) is deleted. So we have formally X;+ 1 =X;-{min{pj I pjEX; and X;-{pj} 
covers S~0)} }. Here we use finiteness, since otherwise such a minimal atom does not always exist. 
Thus in a finite number of steps a minimal set Y covering S ~ 0) is obtained, having the property 
that for every p; E Y there exists a clause in S ~ 0) in which p; is the maximal and the only literal 
from Y. For, there exist clauses in S ~ 0) in which p; is the only literal from Y (otherwise Y would 
not be a minimal covering). Assume all such clauses have a maximum greater than p; (towards a con-
tradiction). Before deletion of one of these maxima, deletion of p; would also result in a set which 
still covers S ~ 0 ). But then the deletion of the first of these maxima would be contrary to the 
definition of the deletion process, since p; is smaller than the deleted literal. By this contradiction we 
have proved the desired property of the minimal covering Y. 
2.8. Resolution with subsumption and the deletion of tautologies 
In the preceding subsections we unified completeness proofs of various strategies of resolution. We 
do not claim to be exhaustive, not even with respect to strategies that fit into our unifying framework. 
Of all possible refinements we just mention two obvious improvements, both concerning the deletion 
of redundant clauses. We shall restrict ourselves to binary resolution, but the results can be general-
ized to any other strategy that we dealt with. 
A clause which contains complementary literals is called a tautology. A tautology is true in every 
interpretation. For clauses C,C' with C <:C' we say that C subsumes C'. Obviously C' is true in every 
interpretation in which C is true. The notion of subsumption first appeared in [Rl]. For any set of 
clauses S, let nontaut(S) denote the set of clauses from S which are not tautologies, min(S) the set of 
clauses in S which are not subsumed by any other clause from S (these clauses are minimal in S with 
respect to set inclusion), and res(S) the set of clauses containing S as well as all resolvents of clauses 
from S. We view nontaut, min and res as operators on sets of clauses; composition will be denoted by 
0 and iteration by an exponent. It is easy to see that nontaut and min are idempotent and commute 
(since tautologies only subsume tautologies). 
Completeness of resolution with subsumption is usually obtained with the help of the following 
model theoretic theorem, whose obvious proof we omit. 
SUBSUMPTION THEOREM. A set of clauses S is consistent if and only if min(S) is consistent. 
Completeness is then proved by showing that every set of clauses S, which does not contain the 
empty clause and has the property that every resolvent of clauses from S is subsumed by an element 
of S, is consistent. As long as the sets of clauses are finite this argument is sufficient. However, in 
the case of infinite sets of clauses the fact that subsumption is a non-monotonic operation complicates 
the closure procedure. To avoid these difficulties we present proof theoretic arguments for the com-
pleteness of resolution combined with subsumption and the deletion of tautologies. 
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We need a notion called rank of a clause, expressing intuitively the least depth of a proof tree for 
that clause. Let Ci. ... ,Cn be a derivation from a set of clauses S, and let The the set of clauses occur-
ring in this derivation. We define disjoint subsets 1j of T in the following inductive way: T 0 = T n S; 
Ti+i =(res(To U · · · U T;)n T)-(T0 U · · · U T;). Since T is finite there exists a least number k for 
which Tk+ 1=0; T equals the disjoint union of T0 , ••• ,Tk for this k. Now the rank of C; in the 
derivation Ci. ... ,Cn is the unique number j with C;ETj. (Note that the rank of a clause in a deriva-
tion may be based on a reordering of that derivation.) The rank of a derivation is the maximum rank 
of its clauses. We call a derivation normalized if the ranks of its clauses are non-decreasing. Every 
derivation can be reordered into a normalized derivation. If a derivation from S has rank k, then its 
clauses are in resk(S). Conversely, every CEresk(S) has a derivation from S of rank at most k. 
SUBSUMPTION LEMMA. For every derivation C1, ... ,Cn from a set of clauses S there exists a derivation 
q, ... ,C~ from min(S) such that c; subsumes Ci for every l~i~n. Moreover, the rank of q, ... ,C~ is 
at most k if C 1'···, Cn is a normalized derivation of rank k. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of the derivation. In the base case n =I we have C 1 ES and can 
take q Emin (S) subsuming C 1• As to the induction step, assume the Subsumption Lemma has been 
proved for derivations of length n and let C 1, ••• , Cn + 1 be a derivation from S. By the induction 
hypothesis there exist q, ... ,C~ having the desired properties. If Cn+I ES then we proceed as in the 
base case. If Cn + 1 i_s a resolvent of some Ci l!Ed Cj with I ~i,j ~n, then 
Cn+I =(C;-{L})U(Cj-{L}) for some literal L with LECi and LECj. By the inducti<2._n hypothesis 
we have c; k cj and CJ k cj. w~ distinguish the follo_!"ing four cases. (i) LE c; and LE Cj. Then 
take C~+I =(Cj-_{L})U(CJ-{L}). (ii) LECj and L~CJ. Then C)kCn+i. so tak~ C~+I =CJ. 
(iii) L~Cj and LECj. Then Cj kCn+i. so take C~+I =Cj. (iv) L~Cj and L~CJ. Then 
Cf,CJkCn+J. so take (arbitrarily) C~+l =C[. In all cases we have C~+I kCn+I· It should be obvi-
ous that C'i. ... ,C~+ 1 is a derivation from min(S) having the desired properties. D 
TAUTOLOGY LEMMA. For every derivation Ci. ... ,Cn from a set of clauses S there exists a sequence of 
clauses q , ... , C~ such that q subsumes Ci and q = C; if Ci is a tautology (1 ~i ~n), and the sequence 
obtained by deleting every tautology from q, ... ,C~ is a derivation from nontaut(S). Moreover this last 
derivation has rank at most k if C 1'···, Cn is a normalized derivation of rank k. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of the derivation. In the base case n =I we can simply take 
q = C 1• As to the induction step, assume the Tautology Lemma has been proved for derivations of 
length n and let Ci. ... ,Cn+I be a derivation from S. By the induction hypothesis there exist 
q, ... ,C~+J having the desired properties. If Cn+J ES or Cn+I is a tautology, then we proceed as in 
the base case. If neither Cn + 1 ES nor Cn + 1 is a tautology, then Cn + 1 is a resolvent of some Ci and 
Cj with l~iJ~n which are not both tautologies (a resolvent of two tautologies must itself be a tau-
tology). We distinguish the following two cases. (1) Neither C; nor Cj is a tautology. Then this also 
holds for q and CJ and we proceed as in the cases (i)-(iv) of the proof of the Subsumption Lemma. 
(2) One of Ci and Cj is a tautology. Then by symmetry we may assume that C; is a tau~logy and Cj 
is not. Since Cn + 1 i~ not a tal_!!ology we must have that Cn + 1 = ( Ci - { L}) U ( Cj - { L}) for some 
literal L such that L,LEC; and LECj. It follows that CjkCn+I· Now take C~+ 1 =Cj. In all cases 
we have C~+l kCn+I· After a moment's reflection one sees that the sequence C), ... ,C~+I has the 
desired properties. D 
9 
The above lemmas allow us to infer the completeness of resolution with subsumption and the dele-
tion of tautologies from the completeness of resolution. More precisely, we can find a derivation of 
the empty clause from any inconsistent set of clauses by applying at random, but fair with respect to 
res, the operations nontaut, min and res. We shall illustrate this with a typical example. Let S be an 
inconsistent set of clauses. Then by the completeness of resolution there exists a least number k, say 
k =3, such that the empty clause occurs in resk(S). We show that the empty clause also occurs in 
(resominonontaut 0 res20min)(S). There exists a normalized derivation of the empty clause from S of 
rank 3. So by the Subsumption Lemma there exists a derivation of the empty clause from min(S) of 
rank at most 3. Hence the empty clause occurs in res 3(min(S))=res((res 2omin)(S)). Now it follows by 
subsequent application of the Tautology Lemma and the Subsumption Lemma that the empty clause 
occurs in (res 0 min°nontaut 0 res 2 0 min )( S). 
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